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Millions of items in Dimensions are linked to other items from different
document types, e.g. a publication can reference publications and can be
cited by other publications, the publication can also be supported by
grants, reference clinical trials and can be used by clinical trials, and can
be cited by patents or policy documents. These links are available on a
publication’s details page (example) - but previously it was not easy to
further analyze these linked items. This is now possible and you can easily
get the linked documents on a result list where you can apply filters as well
as aggregate, analyse, export the data.
How does it work?
You will see a “Show all” link on details pages next to the section with the
linked documents. This link opens all linked documents as a result list
where you can easily aggregate, export and analyse the data, or apply
further filters. There are only a few sections where we usually expect only
one linked item which don’t support this linkout, such as the link from the
published version of an article to the preprint version. See the table below
for an overview of all sections which have this new linkout.
The “Show all” link is available when the respective content type is enabled
for your account.

Details page

Linkages with “Show all”

Publications

Publication references
Publication citations
Book chapters
Associated datasets
Supporting grants
Patent citations
Clinical trial references
Clinical trial citations
Policy document citations

Grant

Resulting publications
Resulting patents
Resulting clinical trials

Patent

Publication references
Supporting grants
Patent citations
Patent references
Patent family members

Clinical trials

Publication references
Publication citations
Supporting grants

Policy documents

Publication references
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Example (https://app.dimensions.ai/details/publication/pub.1074217286)
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